
HOPE FOR HEIDI

Heidi’s journey with the Children’s Hospital (CH) in Winnipeg started January 30/08. Heidi and her twin 

sister Allison were born at CH. The care we received seemed once in a lifetime. 

It was shortly after Heidi’s birth that she started and completed a series of 3 surgeries to remove a large 

Hairy Neavis that covered a portion on the top of her head. Each surgery was completed at CH with the 

expertise of some of the most qualified surgeons, doctors and nurses. We again were encompassed with 

unimaginable care through each procedure done at CH. Each stay at CH was made the best that a 

hospital stay can be. 

We continued on in the years down the road with the utmost prestigious care as our children were all 

welcomed into pediatric care visits at CH Winnipeg. 

Later, in 2016 when different areas of Heidi’s health started to fail; we were once again encompassed in 

the ever so great care at CH. A team of neurosurgeons, ophthalmologists and endocrinologists all stood 

strong once again and reached out to help Heidi. 

It has been a long journey with countless visits to CH.  Later in 2017 Heidi was diagnosed with a rare type 

of brain tumour which required even more frequent visits to CH. Each visit we gained more knowledge as 

her medical team sought for answers. Each visit also created more and stronger friendships with the CH 

staff. 

Heidi’s last stay at CH Winnipeg was a memorable time as each staff member that crossed our path was 

more than we could have ever asked for. Heidi’s fondest memories from her stay in CH5 were the 

toys/gifts she was blessed with upon her arrival and the amazing play room where she could spend time 

with her siblings when they came to visit. 

Heidi’s journey isn’t over, and we believe CH will one day find a cure for Heidi. 


